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Abstract

The automated testing and validation capabilities of the Reactis® a tool
suite significantly improve the gains realized from a model-based design
process. Reactis can successfully test, simulate, and debug discrete-time
Simulink® b models. Combined with Reactis for C, Reactis also provides
a robust test-generation and debugging capability for C code, and for per-
forming back-to-back tests of models vs. code. Jenkins® c is a popular
open-source automation server which is used to build and test software
systems. This document describes the steps necessary to use Reactis within
a Jenkins-controlled build and test process.

aReactis is a registered trademark of Reactive Systems, Inc.
bSimulink is a registered trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
cJenkins is a registered trademark of LF Charities Inc.

1. Introduction
Reactis provides testing and validation of discrete-time embedded-controller models in the
Simulink / Stateflow® notation developed by MathWorks® 1. Reactis for C (a separate prod-
uct) provides similar testing and validation abilities for C code.

Jenkins is an automation server which is used to build and test software systems. These
systems may contain both models (e.g., as part of a model-based development process) and
code. A common task performed by Jenkins is testing, which is where Reactis comes into play.
During a Jenkins test activity, a specified program which performs the tests is executed and
the test results are collected by Jenkins. The test results typically include the pass/fail status
of each test that was executed, and coverage data which identifies the parts of the model/code
that were covered during testing.

Interactions between Jenkins and an external tool are typically controlled by a plugin.
There are hundreds of Jenkins plugins available. In this paper, we will show how two plugins
can be used to test a software system with Reactis. These plugins are:

• MATLAB® 2. The MATLAB plugin is used to execute scripts written in the MATLAB .m
language.

• HTML Publisher. The HTML Publisher plugin reads HTML files and imports them into
Jenkins.

The approach presented in this paper uses a MATLAB script, which calls the Reactis API
to perform testing activities and generate an HTML test execution report. The test execution
report is then imported into Jenkins and saved. While Jenkins does include a number of exist-
ing plugins which handle test pass/fail statistics and coverage, the use of Reactis’ native test

1Stateflow and MathWorks are registered trademarks of The MathWorks, Inc.
2MATLAB is a registered trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
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execution reports is preferred over existing Jenkins plugins because Reactis provides more ad-
vanced coverage metrics (e.g., MC/DC) and superior highlighting of target coverage. Hence
the primary testing artifact will be a Reactis test execution report in the form of an HTML file.

2. Configuring Reactis
In order for Reactis to work well with Jenkins, the method Reactis uses to invoke MATLAB
should be set to either (1) Windows COM Interface, (2) Full MATLAB window, or (3) Full MAT-
LAB window (hidden). If the invocation method is set to MATLAB engine interface via C API, it is
possible that the invocation will fail, particularly in cases where there are configuration issues
with the model under test.

Figure 1: Selecting the MATLAB version and invocation method to be used by Reactis.

The method used by Reactis to invoke MATLAB can be set from the Reactis GUI by se-
lecting File → Global Settings . . ., which will open the Global Settings dialog. From within the
Global Settings dialog, select the MATLAB tab. The Global Settings dialog with the MATLAB
tab selected is shown in Figure 1.

3. Configuring Jenkins
Configuring Jenkins to work with Reactis requires installing the MATLAB and HTML Publisher
plugins. These can be installed from the Jenkins dashboard by selecting Manage Jenkins, which
will display a page with a number of management options organized into labeled groups.
Under the System Configuration group, there will be an icon labeled Manage Plugins, as shown
in Figure 2.

Clicking on the Manage Plugins icon will open the Jenkins Update Center, which will have
several tabs that list (mostly) plugin-related data. Plugins which are already installed will be
listed under the Installed tab, and plugins which are available to install will be listed under the
Available tab. From the Available tab, install the MATLAB and HTML Publisher plugins.

Once the MATLAB plugin is installed, Jenkins should be configured so that it can find
MATLAB, as shown in Figure 3. This can be done by selecting Configure Jenkins from the
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Figure 2: The System Configuration section of the Jenkins management page.

Figure 3: The MATLAB section of the Jenkins Global Tool Configuration page.

Jenkins dashboard, and then clicking on Global Tool Configuration. On the Global Tool Con-
figuration page there will be a section named MATLAB where you can enter the installation
directory for each version of MATLAB you want to use with Jenkins.

4. Invoking Reactis from Jenkins
There are two ways by which Jenkins could potentially invoke Reactis. One is by calling
a binary executable which calls the Reactis C API. The other is to run a script in MATLAB
which uses the Reactis MATLAB API. In this paper, we use the latter approach.

The following steps are required to invoke Reactis from Jenkins using MATLAB:

1. In Jenkins, create a freestyle project. It’s also possible to add a build step to an existing
project which will invoke Reactis.

2. Under the Build Environment, check Use MATLAB version and select the same version of
MATLAB that Reactis is configured to invoke, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: The version of MATLAB to use in a Jenkins project is selected as part of the project
build environment.

3. Under the Build Triggers, add a build step Run MATLAB Command and enter a MATLAB
command which will call the testing script (see Section 4.1) below.

4.1. Invoking MATLAB from Jenkins
The details of the Run MATLAB Command text will depend on the details of your project. The
simplest approach is to have a one-line command which runs a script. For example:

run(’C:\MyScripts\reactis_test.m’);

will run the MATLAB script C:\MyScripts\reactis_test.m.
It’s also possible to pass parameters from Jenkins to MATLAB. For example:

addpath(’C:\MyScripts’);
reactis_test(’C:\Program Files\Reactis V2021’, ’C:\MyProject\MyModel.slx’);

will add the directory C:\MyScripts to the MATLAB search path and then run the MATLAB
script C:\MyScripts\reactis_test.m. The Reactis installation directory and pathname of the
model under test are passed as arguments to the script.

Figure 5: A Jenkins build action which uses the MATLAB plugin.

An example Jenkins build action which calls the MATLAB plugin is shown in Figure 5.
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4.2. Invoking Reactis from MATLAB
MATLAB scripts invoke Reactis using the Reactis API. A sample script is shown in Figure 6.
The Reactis API documentation can be found at:

https://reactive-systems.com/support.msp.

function reactis_test(reactisDir,modelFile)
workDir = pwd();
[mdlDir,mdlBase,mdlExt] = fileparts(modelFile);
rsiFile=fullfile(mdlDir, [mdlBase,’.rsi’]);
rstFile=fullfile(workDir, [mdlBase,’.rst’]);
htmFile=fullfile(workDir,’test_report.htm’);
addpath(fullfile(reactisDir,’lib’,’api’,’MATLAB’,’reactis’));
cd(mdlDir);
rsOpen();
fprintf(’Creating %s\n’,rstFile);
suite = rsTester(modelFile, rsiFile, rstFile);
fprintf(’Creating %s\n’,htmFile);
sim = rsSimOpen(modelFile, rsiFile);
rsSimRunSuite(sim, suite, htmFile);
rsSuiteClose(suite);
rsSimClose(sim);
rsClose();

end

Figure 6: A MATLAB script which tests a model using Reactis.

The script shown in Figure 6 takes two arguments. The first argument (reactisDir) is the
directory where Reactis is installed, and the second argument (modelFile) is the pathname of
the model to test. The script first calculates the path names for all the files it will access and
adds the Reactis API directory to the MATLAB search path. After this initial configuration is
complete, the script uses the Reactis API to create a test suite and test execution report (the
relevant part of the script starts at the call to rsOpen and ends at the call to rsClose). The
heavy lifting is done by the Reactis API functions rsTester, which creates a test suite, and
rsSimRunSuite, which creates a test execution report.

4.3. Importing Test Results into Jenkins
The script shown in Figure 6 will create a test execution report which will appear as file
test_report.htm in the Jenkins workspace directory. The report is imported into Jenkins
using the HTML Publisher plugin.

To import the report, a post-build action is required, as shown in Figure 7. To add a post-
build action to a Jenkins project, go to the Post-Build Actions section of the project selection
and add a Publish HTML Reports action. The HTML Publisher plugin requires you to specify
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Figure 7: A Jenkins post-build action which uses the HTML publisher plugin to retrieve an
HTML report.

the directory and index file(s) from which it will retrieve the HTML files. In our example, the
name of the HTML directory is empty (it defaults to the Jenkins workspace directory) and the
file name of the index file is test_report.htm.

Once the project is up and running, the project status page will contain a link to the Reactis
test results for the most recent build, as shown in Figure 8. Note the the status page includes
a link named Reactis Test Results. Clicking on this link will display a Reactis test execution
report, as shown in Figure 9.

4.4. Summary
To recap, the steps required to use Reactis with Jenkins can be summarized as follows.

The following steps are required only once.

1. Configure Reactis to use the version of MATLAB which will be used with Jenkins.

2. Configure Jenkins by adding the MATLAB and HTML Publisher plugins if needed and
adding the MATLAB installation directory to the Jenkins global tool configuration.

The following steps are required each time a project is configured to use Reactis.

Copyright © 2021 Reactive Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. 6



Figure 8: A Jenkins project which includes a Reactis-generated test report.

1. Select the MATLAB version in the project build environment.

2. Add a MATLAB build action which calls a MATLAB .m script that uses the Reactis API
to perform testing activities.

3. Add an HTML publisher post-build action which collects the test execution report pro-
duced by Reactis.

5. Using Reactis for C with Jenkins
Reactis for C can also be used with Jenkins. The steps required are similar to the ones for using
Reactis (for Simulink), with the main difference being that the use of MATLAB is optional. If
MATLAB is not used, then a C/C++ program will need be written which calls the Reactis for C
API. This program should be compiled into a binary executable, which can then be called from
a Jenkins Execute Windows batch command or Execute shell build action. The primary advantage
of using C/C++ instead of MATLAB is that a MATLAB license is not required, while the
disadvantage is that the process of developing the program which performs the testing will
likely be more difficult.

If MATLAB is used, the required steps will be very similar to the those used to test Simulink/Stateflow
models with Reactis under Jenkins. The primary difference will be that the MATLAB script
will call the Reactis for C API.

Copyright © 2021 Reactive Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. 7



Figure 9: Viewing a Reactis test execution report within Jenkins.

If MATLAB is not used, you will need a C compiler, such as gcc or Microsoft Visual Studio.
The full details of developing a C program which uses the Reactis for C API are beyond the
scope of this paper, but you will need to write a C program which uses the API functions listed
in reactis4c.h and is linked with the API library (libreactis4c.lib or libreactis4c.dll).
Reactis for C API documentation can be found from the URL

https://reactive-systems.com/support.msp.

6. Use Case: Model-Based Design
The usefulness of mathematical models has been long-recognized in domains such as aerospace,
civil, and electrical engineering. Model-based software development attempts to apply this
concept to the software engineering domain. While ISO 26262 does not require the use of
model-based development, the value and importance of the model-based engineering paradigm
is emphasized in Annex B of ISO 26262-6.

Figure 10 shows an idealized view of a model-based development process using Simulink/Stateflow
and C, which consists of three phases.

In the first phase, requirements are gathered. Many of these requirements will be logical
in nature, such as mutually exclusive conditions, limits on values which are sent to an output
device, or actions which must be performed in a specific order.

Copyright © 2021 Reactive Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. 8



Figure 10: Model-based development using Simulink/Stateflow and C.

In the second phase, an executable model is developed based on the requirements. This
model is tested as much as possible to ensure that it satisfies all the requirements before pro-
ceeding to the next phase.

In the third phase, C code is produced from the model. This code may consist of compo-
nents which were written by hand or automatically generated. The behavior of this code must
be tested to ensure that its behavior matches the behavior of the model.

Figure 11: Overview of a model-based build and test process.

Figure 11 shows a fairly simple model-based build and test process which could be auto-
mated as a Jenkins pipeline. The process consists of 4 steps, each of which is represented by a
labeled box in Figure 11. These 4 steps are explained as follows:

1. Test Model. Reactis tests the model of the system under development. Any runtime errors
dectected will be logged in the HTML test execution report. The inputs and outputs
produced by the model for all tests are saved in a test suite, which is used in the back-
to-back test (step 3).

2. Generate Code. If the model passed testing, C Code is generated from the model by hand
or using a code generator, such as Embedded Coder® 3 or TargetLink 4.

3Embedded Coder is a registered trademark of The MathWorks, Inc.
4TargetLink is a registered trademark of dSPACE GmbH
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3. Back-to-Back Test. Reactis for C takes the test suite generated by Reactis in step 1 and
executes it with the C code generated in step 2. Significant differences between the C
code output and model output are flagged as errors.

4. Compile Code. If the back-to-back test passed, the C code is compiled into its final form
(e.g., a binary library or executable).

Reactis plays a vital role in this process, by detecting design/modeling errors (in step 1)
and performing back-to-back testing to ensure that the C code behavior matches the model
behavior (in step 3). A particular strength of Reactis is that the test suites are easily inter-
changeable between Reactis and Reactis for C, making it easy to execute a test suite generated
from the model on the C code and vice-versa. Throughout the testing process, Reactis will
detect and flag any runtime errors which occur, including memory errors such as reading past
the end of an array or accessing heap-allocated data which has been recycled. Additionally,
the Validator component of Reactis can be used to create requirements (in the form of assertions
and user-defined targets) which will be tested on both the model and C code.

7. Conclusions
This paper shows one way how Reactis can be used within a Jenkins-controlled build/test
process to automatically test a software system under development. There are many different
ways in which Reactis can be used:

• To generate tests which attempt to maximize model/code coverage. Reactis continuously ana-
lyzes the model/code structure throughout a test, intelligently selecting inputs at every
step which cover targets that have not been covered yet.

• To generate tests which test requirements using Reactis Validator. Reactis will track assertions
and user-defined targets which are expressed as annotations to the model/code (this is
done without modifying the model/code under test).

• To perform regression testing. Test suites from previous testing sessions can be saved and
re-executed, so that any changes to the system behavior can be easily detected.

• To perform back-to-back testing. When using a model-based development process, Reactis
can be used to test model vs. code behavior to ensure that the code and model behave
identically.

Overall, the process of integrating Reactis into a Jenkins-controlled automatic build is not
too hard when using the methodology outlined in this paper. The most difficult part is writing
the .m script which uses the Reactis API to perform the actual testing. On the plus side, it’s
possible to do basic testing using just a few calls to the Reactis API, as demonstrated by the
script shown in Figure 6 (which is a complete and working script). Once the testing script has
been developed, the other steps are pretty simple.

Reactis and Reactis for C are available now from Reactive Systems, Inc. Please see the
Company’s web site at www.reactive-systems.com for ordering information and for instruc-
tions on how to download a free 30-day evaluation copy of the software.
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